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Howie and Suzanne 

Goodman were valued 

members at Beth Judea until 

they decided to make aliyah 

in 2009. The Goodmans 

have agreed to provide us 

with a blog on their 

experiences as new olim in 

Israel. Though we continue 

to miss the Goodmans, we 

can all look forward to 

reading about their 

adventures in Israel through 

their blog.
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Since our last article, there has been another war with Gaza. Thank you to those who sent us

notes of concern. We live in Caesarea, which was not hit by missiles. However, friends and

relatives in Tel Aviv and Netanya experienced the air sirens and were very frightened. Seventy

percent of the country had to run to shelters during the eleven day conflict. One thousand one

hundred Israeli properties were damaged, and 6 Israelis were killed. Amazingly, there was very

little distress this time. It was like, “Here we go again. When is this going to stop?” Those who

live in the areas surrounding Gaza are still suffering from the trauma of running to shelters and

actual losses from the attacks. We are now in a cease fire that was arranged by Egypt and there

doesn’t seem to be much concern about the conflict starting again soon. It is like yesterday’s

news. This appears to be the general state of living in Israel. Every now and then the citizens of

Gaza fire off a few thousand rockets at the citizens of Israel. Israel shoots down many missiles

with the Iron Dome and quite a few of their rockets land in Gaza injuring Palestinians. Israel

suffers damages and loss of life which are much lower than Gaza. The IDF goes in with very

high level jet planes which target the spots projecting the missiles. The Gazan launching pads

are hidden in buildings such as apartments, schools, and hospitals. We destroy a few of their

tunnels and take out weapons, assassinate terrorist commanders, and generally do what they

call “mowing the lawn.” As a result of Israel trying to protect its citizens, we are labeled an

uncaring military force that is killing children and innocent people in Gaza. The world sees what

is happening and accuses Israel of using undue force against the innocent Palestinians. This

results in increased acts of anti-Semitism around the world. These wars are always wins for

Hamas. No matter how badly they are hurt, it is always a victory for them, and they celebrate

with parades and receive additional foreign aid to rebuild. The aid does not go to this purpose

but goes into building weapons and tunnels and to the coffers of their leaders. Now we are in a

cease fire; however, they are still sending balloons and kites with ammunition that set fires in

Israeli farmland and forest. It is a very sad state of affairs.
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There have been 3 wars since we made aliyah in December, 2009. Each war is given a name. In

November 2012, there was an operation called Operation Pillar of Defense. Operation Protective

Edge was in July and August of 2014. It was a response to the collapse of American-sponsored

peace talks and was triggered by the kidnapping and murder of three Israeli teenagers. There was

also a kidnapping and murder of a Palestinian teenager and an increase in the rocket attacks on

Israel by Hamas militants. In May of 2021. there were riots between Jews and Arabs in Israeli cities,

which has not happened in the past. This last war was called Operation Guardian of the Walls. In

eleven days there were over 4,000 rockets fired into Israel from Gaza.

Our military retaliation has been directed very precisely at the locations manufacturing the weapons

and locations where they are fired. The IDF is the most humane army in the history of mankind

because of the warnings that are given to civilians to save their lives when attacks are made. Cell

phone calls are made to all residents of buildings warning them to vacate the building being attacked.

There is also what is called a “knocking” warning or firing at the building as a warning before the

actual missile is fired. There has been the cancellation of strikes if there were people in or near the

target. Their rocket sites and weapons manufacturing places are usually in schools, hospitals and

apartment buildings, which means that civilians are put in danger. They are being used as human

shields. One might say that they are committing a double war crime. They are firing missiles at

innocent Israeli citizens, and they are also endangering their own people.

The weapons were initially crude and short range. Now the more sophisticated rockets are

manufactured in Iran and Russia. Attacks are made by all Palestinian armed groups: Palestinians,

Islamic Jihad, Hamas, Fatah, and other Popular Resistance Committees are firing the rockets. Israel

holds Hamas responsible for all attacks from Gaza because they are the controlling government.

It was just as life was beginning to open up after Covid19 that the latest attacks happened. Royal

Caribbean Cruise line had a series of cruises scheduled to sail out of Haifa. It was to be for only

Israeli citizens and 50,000 Israelis were signed up to sail. However, the cruise line cancelled due to

an issue with Covid vaccinations for the crew. Schools, restaurants, and stores are pretty much back

to normal. Although some restoration of restrictions has been considered due to a slight surge in

cases of Covid-19. The Delta variant is causing most of the new infections. Ben Gurion airport is

opening up to tourist groups with testing before take-off, and those landing need to quarantine for 24

hours. Saturday, we had a bar mitzvah at the shul with about 100 attending. Everyone is enjoying the

return of social interaction.

Israel had 700,000 surplus doses of Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine that were reaching their expiration date.

The World Health Organization is uncertain how its effectiveness decreases after that date. There

was an agreement with the Palestinian Authority Health Ministry to use the doses. However, they

reneged on the agreement, and now the doses will be going to South Korea to help them cope with

their current high number of cases. The PA chooses to wait for their own order from Pfizer. During the

height of the pandemic there were medical supplies flown into Israel for Gaza and the West Bank.

They refused to accept these medical supplies because it was in El Al planes and was coming

through Israel. So not accepting the vaccine is probably another example of their desire to avoid any

“normalization” with Israel.

Good news is that the amount of water Israel is supplying to Jordan is being doubled. Jordan is a key

security partner, but relations have suffered for the last few years. Naftali Bennett has already paid a

visit to King Abdullah in Amman.
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One morning in May before the scorching summer weather started, our synagogue sponsored a

walking tour of Netanya. This was an event that we had planned before the pandemic but had to

postpone. Stephen Kliner, an olim from the UK, is a licensed Israeli tour guide and a member of Bet

Israel. He led us through the city and pointed out historic sites. One of the places was a park with a

huge ancient sycamore tree. It may have been a place that Napoleon visited (based on drawings) and

could be 1000 years old. He showed us an old building near the sea that was a movie theatre. When

immigrants were trying to enter from the sea during the British Ottoman rule, they would announce

that they were showing a movie. The immigrants hid in the basement during the movie and then left it

with the movie goers. There were 16 of us and the profits from the tour were donated to the

synagogue.

We cannot believe it! Israel held another election and actually eventually formed a new government.

As of this posting, it is still the new government and new elections have not occurred.

This “Unity” or Coalition government consisted of many firsts. For people in the United States, it may

be surprising that Israel will have a Prime Minister who is 49 years old, and the following prime

minister is 57 years old. Does the United States have any potential leaders younger than 70?

This is the 36th government of Israel. It was officially formed on June 13th, 2021. This is the following

list of ministers:

President: Isaac Herzog

Prime Minister: Natali Bennett

Alt. Prime Minister: Yair Lapid

Number of ministers: 27

Member Parties: Yesh Atid, Blue and White, Yamina, Labor, Yisrael Beiteinu, New Hope,

Meretz, and United Arab List

Opposition Parties: Likud, Shas, United Torah Judaism, Religious Zionist, Joint List

Opposition Leader: Benjamin Netanyahu

The vote to approve the coalition on June 13th was 60 to 59 with one MK abstaining. Naftali Bennet

will serve as prime minister until August 27, 2023 and then Yair Lapid will become prime minister for

the next two years. As we wrote in our last newsletter, Likud had won 30 seats in the Knesset

followed by Yesh Atid at 17.

It continues to be very confusing to us on how Bennet became prime minister with only 7 Knesset

seats.
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Who is Naftali Bennet?

He is a former software entrepreneur and Israeli Politician. Bennet is leader of the Yamina Party.

“Yamina,” in Hebrew, means right as in right wing or the direction right. He was born in Haifa to

an American couple who emigrated from San Francisco right after the 1967 Six Day War. His

family lived for a while in Montreal, where he attended a Chabad preschool and a religious high

school. He served in the IDF in an elite special forces commando unit. After his service, he

earned a law degree from Hebrew University of Jerusalem. In 1999, he co-owned the U.S.

company Cyota. It was sold in 2005 for $145,000,000. He may be Israel’s wealthiest politician.

For two years, he was Netanyahu’s Chief of Staff until they had a falling out and he formed his

own party. He is Israel's first religious prime minister, being Modern Orthodox, and he wears a

kippah. He is also the first prime Minister born of American parents.

Yair Lapid had to form written agreements with the other seven partners in the new government.

The diverse eight party coalition consists of three right wing parties, two centrist parties, two left

wing parties, and one Arab Party which totally numbers 61 members of an 120 seat Knesset.

It is questionable how this government can survive.

The week of July 4th showed the weakness of the coalition. It lost a vote in the Knesset on the

Citizenship and Entry into Israel Proposed Law. The law would prevent West Bank and Gaza

residents who marry Israeli Arabs from receiving Israeli citizenship and living within the Green

Line.

Although Likud was in favor of this law, it voted against it as a grand strategy by Netanyahu to

show what the coalition cannot do rather than what it is capable of doing. It exposes the

vulnerability of the coalition. The opposition will continue to present proposals that will not be

capable of receiving the backing of all of the coalition members.

The coalition believes it can receive the backing on 80% of its agenda and will concentrate on

those opportunities rather than the 20% disputed. As strange as it may sound, if the new

government can responsibly handle the new Covid cases, it will give the people a belief it can

handle other important issues.

What must the coalition try to avoid? An example is MK Libermen of the Unity Government

introducing a bill that would limit payment to families if both spouses are not working a certain

amount of hours to receive preschool assistance. It is directly targeting Heredim families. This

would not be backed by Yamina or New Hope. Also, this has shattered any possibilities of the

religious parties joining the coalition. Shas’s leader Deri said he would fight with all his might to

bring down this government. The Unity Government wants to bring in other parties to increase its

fragile majority.
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Shaked, who is the Interior Minister and from the Bennet Yamina Party thought that at least one

Likud MK would have broken away to vote for the Citizenship Law. It shows that Netanyahu has a

stronger grip on his 30 MKs than Bennet has on his seven.

The second item the coalition needs for survival, according to Herb Keinon-Israeli political writer in

The Jerusalem Post, is accurate intelligence and information. During the vote on the citizenship law,

the new government thought certain members of the majority would vote for the bill who did not.

Their vote ended up being two abstentions from the Arab party and one no from the Yamina party.

The final vote was 59 to 59.

What will be the final results? No one knows

about Israeli politics. It will be a fight between two

strong groups that predictions of outcomes will

be difficult to predict.

The coalition must not underestimate the opposition. Netanyahu stated that bringing down the

coalition is more important than the Citizenship law that he supports.. This is a bit similar to the

“Anyone but Bibi'' coalitions in the last few years. Many of the members of the Unity Government

ran on removing Bibi Netanyahu but some did not.

Lapid is also the Foreign Minister. He has stated that the new government wants to have positive

relations with both of the main political parties in the USA. They feel Netanyahu favored the

Republican Party too much. Caroline Glick, an immigrant from Chicago and former Jerusalem Post

writer as well as running with Yamina in the past, believes that the U.S, Democratic Party is not as

pro-Israel as in the past. That is shown by the influence of “The Squad” as well as Bernie Sanders

and others.

https://www.timesofisrael.com/podcasts/

this link is a daily recap of events about israel

from the online newspaper “The Times of Israel”.

https://www.timesofisrael.com/podcasts/
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We hope you are enjoying summer and it won’t be too long before travel to and from Israel will return

to normal.

Here are some photos of the Goodman family.

Suzanne and Howie

We hope you enjoy this installment from the 
Goodmans, who have graciously agreed to blog 
for our congregation their experiences as Olim in 
Israel. If there are specific topics that you are 
interested in hearing about of if you just want to 
stay in touch with Howie and Suzanne, you can 
reach them at: HOWIEG@aol.com

-The opinions expressed are those of the authors and

may not represent those Congregation Beth Judea- ed.

mailto:HOWIEG@aol.com
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Our grandson Alon, 8, is top row and first from the left side

Our 55th Wedding Anniversary Celebration

New family pet named “Major Tom” with Alon
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